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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Hope you are coping well with the frigid temperatures and looking forward 
to a warm spring with Symposium in mind. Please mark your calendars 
now May 3, 2015 – May 5, 2016. Administrative efforts are in full swing, the 
schedule of events, list of speakers and topics and the registration form are 
posted on www.helpmehear.ca. A Symposium registration form and the 
schedule of events included in this edition of the Signal.

As you know, there are several important issues AHIP is actively involved 
with on your behalf in relation to the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board 
(WSIB) the Ontario Ministry of Community and Social Services and others. 
It is very important that you review all AHIP Membership mailings to keep 
informed on current on issues and requests for your assistance. The AHIP 
Board cannot do this alone; in addition to requests for assistance we need 
you to inform us of any new issues arising in the industry of which we may 
not be aware.

Thank you for your continued dedication to the profession and your care 
and service to of the Hard of Hearing of Ontario.

Look forward to seeing you at Symposium 2017!

Lisa Simmonds Taylor H.I.S. 
AHIP President
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Another spectacular Symposium coming up with lots 
of great learning, laughter, and fun! Now for the really 
exciting stuff... the Annual General Meeting (AGM).

As you know, our AGM takes place on the Friday 
morning of the Symposium, on May 5, 2017. In 
mid March 2017, you will receive your Notice of 
Annual Meeting which calls for all members in good 
standing to attend the 2017 AGM and provides you 
important documentation including; the minutes 
of the last AGM, the annual audited financial 
statements, proposed Bylaw amendments, slate of 
nominees and a proxy.

I would like to take this opportunity to extend my 
personal and sincere appreciation to Lisa Simmonds 

Taylor who at this AGM will be concluding her 
second term as AHIP President. Her professional 
leadership and personal commitment to the position 
of AHIP President is nothing short of amazing. With 
all of the major issues, meeting and discussions over 
these past two terms term, juggling her personal, 
professional, and business responsibilities has been 
truly remarkable. Thank you Lisa!

Looking forward to seeing everyone at Symposium!

Respectfully Submitted,

Joanne Sproule
Executive Director

Dear AHIP Members,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR`S REPORT

Welcome to the new look Signal! In 2017 we decided 
to give the Signal a makeover with a new cover 
design and features inside. We will also continue the 
digital version of the magazine for the Summer and 
Fall editions of the Signal. However, in the Spring 
you’ll receive a physical, printed version as it is the 
Symposium edition. Knowing that many of you like 
to bring it with you to the Symposium we wanted to 
keep that one as a paper copy.

So, what’s new besides the cover? Well on page 9 
we have “digital articles” in addition to our regular 
feature articles. These digital articles will give a 
summary of the article, as well as link that takes you 
to the full version. The links are clickable within the 
PDF. Going forward I’m looking into other ways we 
can make the digital issue stand out.

We have plenty of great features in this issue on a 
wide variety of topics on hearing and hearing loss. 
However, I did want to point out one that is missing. 
Pamela Ashton has stepped down from her regular 
Q&A column and I wanted to thank her for all the 

work she did. It’s not an easy job tracking down 
retirees to interview, but she did a great job! Thank 
you, Pam for all your hard work. If there’s someone 
else that would like to take over the column, please 
contact me (chris@ahip.ca).

If you have Facebook, and haven’t already done 
so, join the AHIP Facebook group! Click here (link 
is https://www.facebook.com/ahipontario) and click 
‘Like’. The page will be a platform for sharing AHIP 
news, announcements, events and photos!

I hope you enjoy the Winter issue and before you 
know it, the Symposium (and Spring!) will be here!

Chris Arnold
Editor-in-Chief

Greetings Members,

M
ESSAGE FROM

 THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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WHAT ELSE IS NEW?

Verification, namely probe-microphone or real-ear 
measures (REMs), is one aspect of service delivery 
that has not been consistently embraced as a part 
of the profession’s standard of care. In fact, surveys 
on the clinical use of REMs range between 20% and 
50%,1-3 despite evidence-based recommendations 
from audiology professional organizations.4,5

Mueller,6 for example, reported that 78% of 
audiologists who dispensed hearing aids routinely 
programmed the devices to either the NAL or 

DSL prescriptive method. Of this group, only 44% 
routinely used REMs to verify gain and output at the 
listener’s eardrum. This finding assumes that the 
remaining 56% trust the manufacturer’s software 
(ie, Quick-fit) to provide accurate information. 
Unfortunately, several studies have shown that the 
Quick-fit approach does not mimic the prescriptive 
taget,7,8 with gain differing by as much as ±10 dB at 
a given frequency.

Read the rest of the article here. 

This study shows that the benefits of audio 
streamed bilaterally via MFi to both hearing aids, 
visual cues through FaceTime, and extended 
bandwidth is significant. On average, this method of 
communication delivered a benefit of 77% in speech 
understanding on the phone for the normal-hearing 
and mild-to-moderately hearing-impaired individuals, 
and 72% for individuals with severe-to-profound 
hearing impairment.  This is worth remembering 
when carrying out a phone conversation—whether 

you are in quiet or noise and whether you have a 
hearing impairment or not. Importantly, the benefits 
of using technology such as FaceTime or similar 
apps should be part of the hearing aid counseling 
and orientation. In some cases, the technology could 
make the difference that enables a patient to use a 
telephone.

Read the rest of the article here.

Improving Patient Perception of Clinical Services 
Through Real-ear Measurements

Published on November 22, 2016

Research | December 2016 Hearing Review
REM builds patient loyalty and is viewed as valuable to a wide range of patients

Speech Intelligibility Benefits of FaceTime: 
Advantages for Everybody

Published on August 18, 2016

Tech Topic | September 2016 Hearing Review

By Amyn M. Amlani, PhD, John Pumford, AuD, and Erich Gessling

By Charlotte T. Jespersen, MA, and Brent Kirkwood, PhD
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THE LINK BETWEEN ADHD AND HEARING LOSS

Highway to Hearing Hell: 
Musicians & the Danger of Deafness

By Trevor Cox

AC/DC postponed their US tour after singer Brian 
Johnson was warned by doctors that he was at risk 
of “total hearing loss”. This is unsurprising, perhaps, 
given the decades that the Australian band has been 
pumping out the hard rock decibels. But deafness 
isn’t only a concern for rock musicians, or drum and 
bass DJs – from classical violinists to pop singers, 
in recent years it’s become clear that anyone around 
music a lot has reason to be equally worried. 

The largest study into noise-induced hearing 
loss in musicians was published in 2014. Three 
million Germans were examined, including 2,227 
professional musicians. They found that the 
musicians were about four times as likely to report 
a new noise-induced hearing loss compared to the 
general population.

Many studies into classical musicians have also 
found evidence of problems. One study from the 
1990s found that violinists and violists have more 
hearing loss in their left ear compared to their right 
ear. This loss of hearing is caused by the musician’s 
own instruments, as the violin is placed under the 
chin with the left ear almost touching the instrument. 
Five studies have found that between 37% and 58% 

of classical musicians experience hearing loss. For 
rock and pop the numbers are similar, with studies 
finding that just under half of musicians suffering 
from a hearing loss.

Noise-Induced Hearing Loss
Whether you are exposed to factory noise or listening 
to music, risk to hearing arises from a combination of 
how loud the sound is and how long you are exposed 
to it for. If you visit a nightclub that is thumping out 
music on the dance floor at 100 dB A-weighted, then 
after only 10-15 minutes the exposure is potentially 
damaging. In a quieter part of the club, but where the 
music is still loud enough that you have to shout at 
your friends (say a level of 90 dBA), then you could 
be there for a couple of hours before having to worry 
about your hearing.

In the UK, the Control of Noise at Work Regulations 
sets limits for exposure to noise. The lowest action 
level is an exposure of 80 dBA averaged over a 
working day; about as loud as a heavily trafficked 
street. When this action level is exceeded, employers 
must provide information and training and make 
hearing protection available. When the upper action 
level of 85 dBA is exceeded, then employers need to 
take action to reduce the noise and hearing protection 
becomes compulsory. Of course music frequently 
exceeds 80-85 dBA, but what counts in assessing the 
risk to hearing is the average exposure.</p>

One of the earliest studies into classical musicians 
worked with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra to 
measure levels during concerts and rehearsals. They 
found average levels ranging from 79-99 dBA. The 
exposure varied depending on where the musicians 
were in the orchestra, and it also changed with 
what pieces were being played. A huge orchestral 
work such as Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique will 
expose musicians to much higher noise levels than 
a small classical orchestra playing a piece by Haydn.
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COX

Exposure to high noise levels often causes 
temporary deafness – something that many people 
have experienced after going to a loud gig or 
nightclub. While hearing usually recovers after a 
few hours or days, repeated loud exposure leads to 
permanent hearing damage. Initially, this damage 
is subtle and unlikely to be noticed by the listener. 
Problems only becomes significant in middle age 
when the noise-induced hearing loss combines with 
the natural loss of hearing due to ageing. Often, one 
of the first signs is when someone finds it hard to 
pick out a conversation in a noisy pub or restaurant 
– unfortunately, once that’s noticed, it’s too late.

While reports often focus on the loss of hearing 
sensitivity, loud music can also create tinnitus 
(ringing in the ears). For example, one study showed 
that professional musicians were one-and-a-half 
times more likely to suffer from tinnitus. At its worst, 
this condition can be very distressing and lead to 
sleep deprivation.

What Can Be Done?
Fortunately, there are steps that musicians can 
take to reduce their risk. With acoustic instruments, 
one immediate threat is any loud instruments close 
by. In the wind band I play in, the trombones are 
right behind me, and these are one of the loudest 
instruments in an orchestra. Moving further away 
quietens the sound, but if that isn’t possible, then 
two other approaches are available. 

Often orchestras employ perspex screens to block 
sound from the loudest instruments. Alternatively, 

there are “musicians ear plugs”. These decrease 
sound without completely blocking everything out. 
I’ve found that these are very useful in rehearsal, 
but get in the way of balancing the sound in a 
concert (not really an option for Johnson, then). 
As the risk to hearing is about the average across 
a day, wearing the ear plugs during rehearsal only 
helps. Professional orchestras also look at how 
they schedule music, to ensure that musicians are 
exposed to a mixture of quiet and loud pieces (again, 
not really an option for Johnson).

Given how loud their instrument are, drummers are 
particularly at risk, but using quieter practice pads 
when not performing, and ear plugs can go some 
way to lessening potential hearing loss. For rock and 
pop musicians, using in-ear monitors rather than 
loudspeakers also has the potential to reduce noise 
exposure, because the sound within the ear can be 
better controlled. 

mproved technology means that the number of 
musicians such as Johnson having to give up 
performing could decrease. But student musicians 
and wannabe pop stars need to be educated 
about the dangers of noise-induced hearing loss. 
The increasing use of headphones will also work 
against this – for musicians and everyone else. 
Unless people are careful with the volume level on 
their portable music players, hearing loss caused by 
music will increase.

This article was originally published on The 
Conversation. Read the original article.

https://theconversation.com/highway-to-hearing-hell-musicians-and-the-danger-of-deafness-55983


NEW YORK NY (Dec. 2, 2016)—The inability to hear 
subtle changes in pitch, a common and debilitating 
problem for people with schizophrenia, is due 
to dysfunctional N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 
brain receptors, according to a study by Columbia 
University Medical Center (CUMC) researchers. The 
study also shows that this hearing issue can be 
improved by combining auditory training exercises 
with a drug that targets NMDA receptors.

The findings were published online today in the 
journal Brain.

“Slight variations in our tone of voice are an 
important way of communicating emotions, such 
as happiness or sadness,” said lead author Joshua 
T. Kantrowitz, MD, assistant professor of clinical 
psychiatry at Columbia. “This inability to detect 
subtle changes in pitch can also make it difficult to 
sound out words while reading, with over 70 percent 
of patients meeting criteria for dyslexia and further 
exacerbating communication problems in social 
and work situations. But while psychiatrists have 
recommended medications for symptom control, 
these treatments have not addressed the underlying 
auditory deficits.”

Hearing Deficits in Schizophrenia 
Tied to Specific Brain Receptor

With training and administration of an amino acid, patients can learn to 
distinguish subtle differences in pitch

Posted in: Psychiatry / Medicine

FEATURE
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Dr. Kantrowitz and his colleagues compared 
auditory plasticity (the ability to learn from hearing 
tasks) in 40 stabilized schizophrenia patients and 42 
healthy controls. Each subject listened to a series 
of tone pairs and was asked to indicate which tone 
was higher. Based on a subject’s performance, the 
difficulty of the task was changed for the next pair 
of tones. When subjects correctly identified the 
higher tone, the pitch difference in subsequent tone 
pairs decreased; when subjects failed to identify the 
higher tone, the tones were moved further apart.

“People with normal auditory plasticity usually get 
better at discriminating between the two tones as 
the test progresses, reflecting the ability to learn,” 
said Dr. Kantrowitz. “And that was the case with the 
healthy controls in our study.”

At the start, there was a 50 percent difference in the 
pitch of the tones (e.g., 1,000 Hz and 1,500 Hz). On 
average, the healthy controls were able to discern 
between tones with a difference in pitch of as little as 
3 percent. In contrast, the patients did not improve 
as much, detecting an average 16 percent difference 
in pitch.

EEG recordings, made while the subjects 
performed auditory brain exercises, revealed that 
the schizophrenia patients had lower brainwave 
activity than the controls. Lower brainwave activity 
is associated with impaired auditory sensory cortex 
functioning and a reduced response to the training 
exercises.

Dr. Kantrowitz and his colleagues suspect that 
schizophrenia patients’ inability to improve their 
pitch discrimination is caused by dysfunction in 
their NMDA receptors, which are critical for learning 
and memory. If true, improving NMDA activity would 
improve the ability to discriminate between pitches.

To test this hypothesis, some schizophrenia patients 
in the study were given D-serine, an amino acid that 
activates NMDA receptors, once a week for up to 
three weeks, while others were given a placebo. The 
patients significantly improved their pitch detection 
with auditory training but only when D-serine was 
taken for two consecutive weeks. No improvement 
was seen in patients who took D-serine only once or 
in those who took a placebo.

“It remains to be seen whether D-serine or another 
NMDA-activating drug is best suited for this purpose,” 
said Dr. Kantrowitz. “What’s important is that we now 
know that people with schizophrenia can improve 
their pitch detection with a combination of auditory 
training exercises and repeated doses of a learning-
enhancing drug that affects the NMDA receptor.”

About
The study’s senior investigator was Daniel C. 
Javitt, MD, professor of psychiatry at Columbia and 
director of schizophrenia research at the Nathan 
Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research, a facility of 
the New York State Office of Mental Health.
 
The paper is titled, “Neurophysiological mechanisms 
of cortical plasticity impairments in schizophrenia 
and modulation by the NMDA receptor agonist 
D-serine.” The other contributors are Michael 
L. Epstein, Odeta Beggel, Stephanie Rohrig, 
Jonathan M. Lehrfeld, Nadine Revheim, Nayla P. 
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Columbia University Medical Center provides 
international leadership in basic, preclinical, and 
clinical research; medical and health sciences 
education; and patient care. The medical center 
trains future leaders and includes the dedicated 
work of many physicians, scientists, public health 
professionals, dentists, and nurses at the College 
of Physicians and Surgeons, the Mailman School 
of Public Health, the College of Dental Medicine, 
the School of Nursing, the biomedical departments 
of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, and 
allied research centers and institutions. Columbia 

University Medical Center is home to the largest 
medical research enterprise in New York City and 
State and one of the largest faculty medical practices 
in the Northeast. The campus that Columbia 
University Medical Center shares with its hospital 
partner, NewYork-Presbyterian, is now called the 
Columbia University Irving Medical Center.  For 
more information, visit cumc.columbia.edu or 
columbiadoctors.org.
 
Source: Columbia Medical Center Newsroom
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Struggling to Understand Speech? 
New Study Could Explain Why

Contributed by Lisa Packer, staff writer, Healthy Hearing | Wednesday, December 7th, 2016

The next time an older person asks you to repeat 
something you just said, don’t be too quick to 
assume their hearing is failing.

When someone asks for words to be repeated, 
the common perception is that their struggle to 

understand is due to hearing loss. And while that 
might be the case in some instances, a new study 
has revealed that the difficulty often lies in the aging 
brain, and can sometimes occur in cases where no 
hearing loss exists.
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In the new study, published in the Journal of 
Neurophysiology, researchers from the University of 
Maryland set out to discover why older adults often 
have difficulty following speech amidst background 
noise.

In the study, 32 English-speaking subjects who had 
normal hearing were divided into groups based on 
age. The group of young adults, with an average age 
of 22, and the group of older adults, who averaged 
age 65, were given tests to measure their speech 
comprehension. They were also given tests to 
measure both mid-brain and cortical activity. The 
tests measured the subjects’ ability to understand 
speech both in quiet settings and settings with 
background noise (i.e. more than one person talking, 
as would occur at a cocktail party or in a restaurant).

What the researchers discovered was that the older 
subjects had more difficulty processing speech, 

whether in a quiet setting or amid background noise. 
Electroencephalograms and magnetocephalograms, 
used to measure mid-brain and cortical activity 
respectively, also revealed neural deficits in the older 
study participants.

So what does this mean? It means that essentially, as 
we age, our brain’s ability to process and understand 
speech declines. The decline is unrelated to age-
related hearing loss and can occur even in the 
presence of no hearing loss whatsoever.

“I can hear, but I can’t understand.”

“Often we will hear an older person say, ‘I can hear 
you, I just can’t understand you,’” Samira Anderson, 
assistant professor at the University of Maryland 
Department of Hearing and Speech Sciences, tells 
Science Daily. “This research gives us new insight 
into why that is the case.” 

PACKER
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The brain plays a vital role in speech understanding.

http://jn.physiology.org/content/116/5/2356
http://jn.physiology.org/content/116/5/2356
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/10/161018141152.htm
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The University of Maryland study isn’t the first 
indication that difficulty understanding speech 
among older adults might not necessarily be related 
to hearing. Other studies have pointed to the 
brain’s involvement in the deterioration of speech 
understanding as well. Dr. Karen J. Cruikshanks, 
PhD, professor at University of Wisconsin Madison, 
is the lead author of ongoing studies that look at 
the epidemiology of older adults in Beaver Dam, 
Wisconsin. In one study known as the Beaver 
Dam Offspring study, of the 2783 participants, 686 
participants had normal audiometric thresholds 
(normal hearing). However, 12 percent of the 
participants with normal hearing self-reported as 
having hearing difficulties.

Difficulty Understanding Speech Can Lead to 
Sadness, Isolation and Depression  
Another study looked at the differences between 
young adults and older adults with regard to their 
ability to understand words in sentences based on 
varying degrees of contextual clues, played against 
ambient noise. As the background speech to noise 
ratio increased, but the contextual clues decreased, 
the older subjects experienced more difficulty than 
the younger subjects understanding the sentences. 

“Older people need more time to figure out what 
a speaker is saying,” said Jonathan Z. Simon, co-
author of the University of Maryland study. “They are 
dedicating more of their resources and exerting more 
effort than younger adults when they are listening to 
speech.”

It is important to note that the erosion of brain 
function when it comes to speech understanding is a 
normal part of the aging process. But since difficulty 

understanding speech, regardless of whether it 
results from hearing loss or not, can lead to sadness, 
isolation and depression, the hope is that the results 
of the new study could lead to discoveries that could 
help older adults better understand speech.

Louder isn’t always better

“The main message is that the older adults in our 
study have normal hearing as measured on an 
audiogram, yet they have difficulty understanding 
speech in noise because the timing aspects of the 
speech signal are not being accurately encoded,” 
said Anderson. “Because they have normal hearing, 
talking louder does not help. So if someone is having 
trouble understanding you in a noisy restaurant or in 
a crowded room, it is most important to speak clearly 
at a normal or slightly slower than normal rate. Your 
older loved ones will appreciate this courtesy during 
the upcoming holidays!”

It is important to remember, however, that despite 
the results of the study, hearing screening is still 
necessary for those having difficulty understanding 
speech. Though not all difficulty understanding 
speech is caused by hearing loss, according to the 
NIDCD approximately one in three people between 
the ages of 65 and 74 and nearly half of those 
older than 75 have difficulty hearing.  See a hearing 
healthcare professional right away if you suspect 
that you or someone you love has a hearing loss.

Copyright 2017. Reprinted with permission from Healthy Hearing. Please 
visit our site for the original article: http://www.healthyhearing.com/
report/52709-New-study-shows-why-older-adults-often-struggle-to-
understand-speech.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26164105
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2921474
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How loud can sound get?  Could loud sound kill 
you?  Are there limits, and if so, what are they?  

How are such things determined?  All of these are 
interesting questions and an attempt will be made 
to answer these as best possible.

Two important lessons are supported by this article: 
one, the loudest thing in the world does not have to 
be seen to be heard and two, just because you can’t 
hear the sound doesn’t mean it isn’t there.

It seems appropriate that any rank ordering should 
be divided into non-living things and living things, 
including animals.  As a result, all sounds/events in 
this article are known, not speculated upon based 
on past eras.

Non-Living Event Air-Borne Sounds
This category would include, impact events, 
earthquakes, volcanoes, and explosions. 

An impact event is a collision between astronomical 
objects causing measurable effects.  Most involve 
asteroids, comets, or meteoroids.  The greatest of 
these in recorded history is the Tunguska Event.

Tunguska Event – Impact Event
The Tunguska event was an explosion that occurred 
about 3 to 6 miles above the earth’s surface due 
to a meteor, asteroid, or comet air burst in 1908.  
This was near Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia, a sparsely 
populated area (Figure 1), and the sound level was 
said to have reached about 300 dB (based on 
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The Loudest Sound
By Wayne Staab On November 22, 2016
Reprinted with kind permission from hearinghealthmatters.com
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estimates from damage to the trees, to be equivalent 
to a 1000-megaton bomb, but estimates vary).  It 
destroyed about 830 square miles of forest, and 
is considered the largest impact event in recorded 
history, even though there was no firm evidence that 
it actually made physical contact with the earth as 
would be expected from a collision.

Krakatoa – Explosion
An explosion is a rapid increase in volume and 
release of energy in an extreme manner, usually with 
the generation of high temperatures and the release 
of gases. A volcano eruption is a natural explosion, 
and so it was with Krakatoa.

“So cataclysmic was this event – which happened 
at 10:02 on the morning of August 27, 1883 – that 
the volcano’s ripping-itself-apart sounds were heard 
thousands of miles away1.”

An immense wave then leaves Krakatoa at almost 
exactly 10:00 A.M. – and then, two minutes later, 
according to all the instruments that record it, came 
the fourth and greatest explosion of them all, a 
detonation that was heard thousands of miles away 
and that is still said to be the most violent explosion 
ever recorded and experienced by modern man.  
The cloud of gas and white-hot pumice, fire, and 
smoke is believed to have risen – been hurled, 
more probably, blasted as though from a gigantic 
cannon – as many as twenty-four miles into the air2.  
(Figure 2). 

The above describes the catastrophic eruption off 
the coast of Java of the earth’s most dangerous 
volcano – Krakatoa.  Krakatoa was a volcano-

island (four on the island), and its eruption in 1883 
dramatically changed the island (Figure 3).  The 
immense tsunami that followed killed nearly forty 
thousand people3.

How loud was the explosion?  “Consider this piece 
of history:  On the morning of August 27, 1883, 
ranchers on a sheep camp outside Alice Springs, 
Australia, heard a sound like two shots from a rifle.  
At that very moment, the Indonesian volcanic island 
of Krakatoa was blowing itself to bits 2,233 miles 
away2.”  Later documentation reporting on places 
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Figure 1. Location of the Tunguska Event (left image) and 830 square miles of forest aftermath (right), as reported from a Soviet Academy of Science 
1927 expedition by Leonid Kulik.

Figure 2. A lithograph of the Krakatoa volcano eruption made about 1888, 
five years following the eruption. Image: Parker & Coward/Wikipedia.

https://www.psi.edu/epo/siberia/siberia.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Explosion
https://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Krakatoa-Loudest-Sound-in-Recorded-History0
https://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/Krakatoa-Loudest-Sound-in-Recorded-History0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonid_Kulik
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where the eruption was heard, recorded the most 
distant being Rodriquez Island in the Indian Ocean, 
a distance of 2,968 miles3.

Scientists think this may have possibly by the loudest 
sound humans have ever accurately measured.  In 
addition to the records of people hearing the sound 
of Krakatoa thousands of miles away, physical 
evidence as recorded by spikes in atmospheric 
pressure suggests that the sound traveled around 
the globe four3 to five times.  It was suggested that 
it registered 5.0 on the Richter scale, which at its 
epicenter, would be about 235 dB.  Based on a 
barometer at the Batavia gasworks (100 miles from 
Krakatoa), a spike in pressure of over 2.5 inches of 
mercury was registered, converting to over 172 dB3,5.

Nuclear Bomb – Explosion
A sound level meter set 250 feet away from test sites 
peaked at 210 decibels.  At the source, the level is 
reported to be from 240 to 280 dB+.  It is said that 
the sound alone is enough to kill a human being, so 
if the bomb doesn’t kill you, the noise will (Figure 4).

TNT – Explosion
The detonation of one pound of TNT, measured from 
15 feet away, measures at about 180 dB6.

Sustained Loud Air-Borne Sounds
Space Shuttle Launch
There’s a reason why everyone watches these from 
several miles away; the noise levels at the perimeter 
of the launch pad can reach 160 decibels (Figure 5).   
Even at the three-mile mark, the level is 120 dB.  The 

STAAB

Figure 3. Location of Krakatoa, Indonesia in the Indian Ocean (A), area in which the eruption was heard bordered in red (B), and the change in the 
island following the eruption (C).

Figure 4. A nuclear bomb explosion has been reported to be 240 to  
280 dB+.

Figure 5. Even from several miles away, a space shuttle launch can  
reach 160 dB.
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loudest sound level recorded by NASA (National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration) was the first 
stage of the Saturn V rocket, that measured 204 dB.

Boeing 747 Jet Engine
With your head inside the engine, the level would 
be about 165 dB. The human eardrum ruptures 
when exposed to sounds greater than 160 dB or  
100 kPa.  At takeoff, if nearby, the level is around 140 to  
1505 dB (Figure 6).

Loudest Car Stereo – The Ridiculous
In 2002, a group of German car engineers built a car 
stereo that produced 177.6 decibel sounds, breaking 
the previous record set by Arizona engineers.  The 
175-decibel speaker system was installed into a 
Ford Bronco, rendering the Bronco barely drivable, 
as the seats had to be squished so far forward to 
accommodate the speakers thrown in the trunk 
(Figure 7).  This has subsequently been broken and 
is now at 180 dB.  Now, is this just dumb or what?

Living Event Air-Borne Sounds
Animal/mammal sounds are both air-borne and 
water-related.  And, if heard (we assume by humans), 
depend on frequency, duration, etc.

Water-Borne Creatures
Whales
The sperm whale’s communicative clicks have 
been measured at 230 dB8.  The blue whale’s low-
frequency calling rumbles can be heard through 
hundreds of miles of ocean, measuring in at about 
188 dB (Figure 8).

Pistol Shrimp (snapping shrimp; alpheid shrimp)
Also known as snapping shrimp, they produce an 
intense “scream.”  This small crustacean (grows to 
only 1-2 inches) has a special pistol-like featured 
claw that snaps shut with such speed that it creates 
a cavitation bubble with extremely low pressure, 
creating a shock wave measured at 218 dB re  
1 µPa, capable of killing smaller fish and stunning 
larger fish7.  The duration of the click is less than 1 
millisecond.  It is not the two claw surfaces hitting 
each other than creates the sound, but the cavitation 
bubble that reaches speeds up to 62 m/h and 
collapses with a loud snap (Figure 9).

Water Boatman
The water boatman may hold the record for a water 
insect, at 99.2 dB.  It accomplishes this sound 
by rubbing its penis across its abdomen.  This 
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Figure 6. At takeoff, and if nearby, expect the sound level to reach 140 
to 150 dB.

Figure 8. The loudest water-borne creature is the sperm whale at  
230 dB. Stock photo.

Figure 7. German-built car stereo producing sound pressure level of 177.6 
dB.to 150 dB.

https://metinmediamath.wordpress.com/2013/11/13/intensity-or-how-much-power-will-burst-your-eardrums/
http://hearinghealthmatters.org/waynesworld/2012/eardrum-rupture-at-what-pressure/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hM3lYIWlYdA
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160331-the-worlds-loudest-animal-might-surprise-you
http://eol.org/pages/1239/details
https://learnodo-newtonic.com/pistol-shrimp-facts
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/13958630
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freshwater insect measures just 2 mm in length and 
is common across Europe.  About 99% of the sound 
is lost when transferring from water to air, the sound 
is still loud enough to be audible to the human ear.  
It may produce the loudest sound of its size for any 
creature (Figure 10).

Land Creatures
Elephants
The majority of the loudest animals on Earth are also 
the largest (Figure 11).  An elephant’s rumbling calls 
have measured 112 dB at 1 meter from the source.  
While such a loud sound would be considered 
intolerable to humans, much of the energy falls into 
the infrasonic range, meaning that it falls below the 
frequency range of human hearing, and as a result, 
is not heard.  For example, the typical male elephant 
rumble fluctuates around an average minimum of 12 
Hz, more than three octaves below a man’s voice.

Winged Creatures
Bats
The calls of these squeaky little flighted mammals 
are too high in frequency for human ears to hear 
(ultrasonic), which is a good thing since the loudest 
recorded bat call clocked in at 137 decibels, about 
4 inches from the bat.  The high-pitched calls are 
used to echolocate their small, swiftly moving insect 
prey (Figure 12).

The sounds identified in this article are representative 
sounds, and the levels vary, depending on many 

STAAB

Figure 9. Pistol shrimp showing its single large claw that is used to create 
a cavitation bubble to kill or stun fish. 

Figure 11. The African elephant has had its rumbling calls measured as 
high as 112 dB at 1 meter from the source. 

Figure 12. Lesser bulldog bat, capable of producing ultrasonic sounds as 
high as 137 dB. 

Figure 10. The water boatman, a European insect, may produce the 
loudest sound of its size for any creature, at 99.2 dB. Wikipedia photo.

https://www.elephantvoices.org/elephant-communication/acoustic-communication.html
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn13799-bat-squeaks-louder-than-a-rock-concert/
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variables.  One can easily find other sounds that are 
shown to be just as loud as the examples shown, 
or maybe even be a little louder.  The purpose was 
not to state that these were the absolute loudest 
sounds, but to provide some comparative data of 
what some of the very loud sounds are. 
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Time Room Event Sponsor

8:30-10:30am Grand Hall Foyer Registration AHIP 

7:00-8:00am Watermark/Grand 
Café (Hilton)

  Breakfast Buffet 

8:30-10:15am Grand Hall E               SEMINAR: Ted Venema, Ph.D. Oticon

10:15-10:30am Grand Hall Foyer  Emsee Labs' Coffee Break Emsee

10:30-12:15pm Grand Hall A  Manufacturers' Exhibits- Yellow Group CAEA

10:30-12:15pm Grand Hall B  Manufacturers' Exhibits - Green Group CAEA

12:15-2:00pm Grand Hall C & D Bernafon's Lunch                                                    Bernafon

2:00-3:45pm Grand Hall B  Manufacturers' Exhibits- Yellow Group CAEA

2:00-3:45pm Grand Hall A  Manufacturers' Exhibits - Green Group CAEA

3:30-4:00pm Grand Hall Foyer Sivantos - Ice Cream Anyone? Sivantos

3:45-4:00pm Grand Hall A & B Manufacturers' Draws CAEA

4:00-4:30pm Grand Hall Foyer   Tables of 10 can be registered throughout Symposium.                              
Last Chance book, your Gala Seat

6:30-7:30pm HILTON-Rm 1614 ST AHIP Job Fair AHIP

9:00-11:00pm Grand Hall C & D Cheers to Exhibitors - Cocktails & DJ AHIP

Friday - May 5, 2017

Time Room Event Sponsor

7:00-8:15am Watermark/Grand 
Café (Hilton)

 Breakfast Buffet 

8:30am-12:00pm Grand Hall E AHIP's AGM - Members Only AHIP

10:00-10:15am Grand Hall Foyer Aim Instrumentations's Coffee Break Aim

12:00-1:10pm Grand Hall C & D Starkey's Lunch Starkey

1:15-2:15pm Grand Hall E SEMINAR: 3rd Party Billing AHIP

5:45-6:30pm Grand Hall Foyer Phonak's Cocktail Reception Phonak 

6:30 sharp! Grand Hall C & D Widex's Gala Dinner Widex

8:00-9:00pm Grand Hall C & D Phonak's Entertainment Phonak 

9:00-12:30am Grand Hall C & D Party with DJ

All Seminars & AGM Captioned 

03/02/2017



When Should I Start My Business 
Exit / Succession Planning?

By John Niekraszewicz

About the Author
John Niekraszewicz (Nick-ra-shev-itch) BMath, FCSI, CFP, FMA is the Certified Financial 
Planner responsible for the AHIP Health & Dental Benefits Plan provided by JVK Life & Wealth 
Insurance Group. John is also the Principal of JVK Life & Wealth Advisory Group, specializing 
in Wealth & Estate Planning. John welcomes your questions and can be reached at  
1-800-767-5933 or john.niekraszewicz@jvkgroup.com. 

Congratulations, you’ve completed your formal 
education, gained some work experience and 

now established your own professional practice. 
Life’s great. You love what you are doing, plan to 
do it forever and never retire. Sound familiar? I have 
heard this many times, especially during RRSP 

season, when I’m told, “I’m only putting this money 
in my RRSP because my accountant told me to in 
order to save tax. My business is my retirement fund 
and when I sell it, not that I ever will, then that will 
fund my retirement.”

FEATURE
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Fast forward. Your kids are not interested in joining 
your business. People you know are dealing with 
life’s issues of death, disability, and divorce. Some 
of your friends are even retiring from their careers 
as teachers and civil servants with pension incomes 
that are 70% of their salaries. You begin to realize 
that life is too short and your “bucket list” of places 
you want to see and things you want to do is getting 
longer. “Maybe it’s time to exit my business. But I 
can’t. I don’t have a plan and don’t know what steps 
I need to take.”

For business owners who are nearing the end of their 
careers, finding young, capable professionals willing 
to take over their practice is one challenge, but 
another is being able to financially let go. Hence, the 
self-employed paradox. You have freedom, control, 
and job security. What you don’t have are health, 
dental, disability, life insurance, and retirement 
benefits supplied by your company. Since you 
are the company, these benefits, many times, are 
mistaken as unnecessary expenses and skimped on 
or entirely forgotten.

So, when you first establish your practice, it is 
smart to think like a big company when it comes to 
providing benefits and pension income for yourself 
and your employees. You are the company’s key 
asset and need to be paid well, take vacations, be 
protected from death and disability, and provided 
for in retirement. This means that the best time to 
start your business exit / succession planning is at 
the same time that you start your practice. In other 
words, start with the end in mind.

Your plan doesn’t need to be elaborate. It could be 
as simple as one piece of paper in your desk drawer 
that states: when you will exit, who will take over 
your business, how much you will receive and when. 
Implementation of your plan is what is complex and 
is money well spent if you can avoid unnecessary 
duplication. You don’t want to end up like the 
homeowner in the middle of a construction job being 
told by the contractor, “I didn’t know you wanted a 
light here.”
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A business exit / succession plan is not something 
you can implement over the weekend. There are 
many stages in the process and each stage must be 
carried out in sequence. Failure to follow each stage 
might result in situations where, for example, you are 
diagnosed with a serious illness and cannot work at 
full strength for a year but you have held off securing 
life, disability and critical illness insurance coverage. 
This could result in having to spend your retirement 
savings much sooner than planned just to help keep 
your business afloat.

After your business exit / succession plan is in 
place, you are not finished. Any well laid out plan 
is subject to forces of change that are outside of 
your control. This means that your plan needs to 
be reviewed, monitored and adjusted accordingly. 
Make this review process a part of your monthly 
business planning meeting with yourself and always 
be planning.

Before implementing any tax, investment, life 
insurance, or estate planning solutions it is best 
to seek professional advice. Have an experienced 
team of professionals work together to uncover the 
weak links in your plans and implement the correct 
solutions. Don’t just leave your plans to chance 
because without structuring your family’s wealth and 
estate plans properly, often, bad outcomes occur.

Secure the dog house and invest wisely, then you 
can enjoy life & have fun.

WHEN SHOULD I START MY BUSINESS EXIT / SUCCESSION PLANNING?
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Classifieds
Clinic Ownership & 
Career Opportunity

Full-time Hearing 
Instrument Specialist
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Hear Right Canada
Access to quality hearing care at low prices

 

Mission 
To provide a high level of care for the treatment and 
rehabilitation of hearing loss using highly skilled hearing 
care professionals and advanced technology at a fair 
cost to our patients.

Career
We have an opening in Campbellford ON.
We offer a dynamic and flexible work environment. In 
addition to providing a high level of care we aim to make 
our work environment a fun and enjoyable place to work.

Qualifications
A fully qualified Hearing Instrument Specialist.  
Experience is preferred, however; if you are a recent 
graduate we would still be interested in meeting  
with you.”

Clinic Ownership Opportunity
There is an opportunity to become a co-owner of this 
clinic.  Please contact us for details.

Huntsville 
We are currently seeking a full-time Hearing Instrument 
Specialist to join our team.

Applicant should have at least 2 years’ clinical 
experience.

Must be certified H.I.S. registered with AHIP and must 
be eligible for registration with ADP.

Duties include hearing testing, evaluation, hearing 
aid selection, hearing aid programming, fitting and 
counselling. Ability to do minor repairs an asset.

Applicant must have excellent customer service and 
communication skills.

We offer a competitive salary, paid AHIP dues and a 
health benefit plan.

About Muskoka Hearing Aids
Muskoka Hearing Aids has been a family owned clinic 
since 1979. We were the first full-time hearing aid office 
in all of Muskoka. We have built our reputation on 
customer service and understanding the needs of the 
hearing impaired.

Please send your resume to
hearrightcanada@gmail.com

To apply - Qualified applicants please email - 
mhearing@bellnet.ca or FAX 705-789-6012
Only successful applicants will be contacted for 
an interview

mailto:hearrightcanada%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:mhearing%40bellnet.ca?subject=
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Competitive Salary + Incentive + Benefits

Beck Hearing is seeking a motivated, dedicated and 
compassionate Hearing Instrument Specialist to work 
both independently and with support at our London 
Location. This position will appeal to a self-motivated, 
responsible and eager person that enjoys collaborating 
with a team committed to service. 

You Will:
•  Identify and assess patients with hearing loss and 

coordinate their treatment plan

•  Administer hearing evaluations, tests, and examinations

•  Provide recommendations about proper assistive 
devices to patients depending on their needs

•  Fit and dispense hearing aids

We Offer:
• Competitive salary and incentive plan

• Dynamic, supportive and inviting work environment

• Leadership and personal development opportunities

•  Strong database of loyal and satisfied patients based 
on outstanding services and exemplary patient care

We Require:
• HIS registered with AHIP

• 5 years of related work experience

• Have general business sense

• Excellent patient service skills

• Excellent communication skills

• Hearing health promotional skill

Opportunity for 
Hearing Instrument Specialist

If you are interested in applying for this 
opportunity please forward your resume to 
beckhearing@rogers.com outlining your 
strengths and reasons why you feel you 
would be a good choice for this opportunity.
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Classifieds
CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL
HEARING SERVICES
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Hello AHIP Members. Once again, we are asking for 
your assistance in providing working used hearing 
equipment

We have had requests from the developing countries 
where we work for following reusable items 

Otoscopes

Audiometers

Immitance bridges

A portable ABR 

Portable OAEs  

Audioscans or small hearing aid analyzers 

Real-ear measurement equipment  

Used hearing aids, especially BTEs.

Our contact numbers and email addresses are:

Lucy Cosolo (416) 807-6649    
lcosolo@yahoo.ca

Bud Watson (705) 739-1815    
budwatson@hotmail.com

Gord Kerr (416) 743-9755       
gordkerr@humber.ca

54 Strathburn Blvd., WESTON, Ontario, M9M 2K7
Registered Canadian Charitable Organization 
No. 11883 3573 RR 0001



Find out more today: sales@sycle.net | 888.881.7925 | sycle.net

SYCLE PRO

Sycle PRO is designed to help you 
run your practice so you can spend 

more time with patients. 
• Canadian insurance capabilities built in
• Drag and drop appointment scheduling
• Real time reporting
• Secure access from anywhere
• Best in class NOAH and QuickBooks integration
• Free training and support

The next great practice management software has arrived
with Canadian insurance capabilities built in. 

www.sycle.net

